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Abstract Soccer is a competitive and collective sport in

which teammates try to combine the execution of basic

actions (cooperative behavior) to lead their team to more

advantageous situations. The ability to recognize, extract

and reproduce such behaviors can prove useful to improve

the performance of a team in future matches. This work

describes a methodology for achieving just that makes use

of a plan definition language to abstract the representation

of relevant behaviors in order to promote their reuse.

Experiments were conducted based on a set of game log

files generated by the Soccer Server simulator which sup-

ports the RoboCup 2D simulated robotic soccer league.

The effectiveness of the proposed approach was verified by

focusing primarily on the analysis of behaviors which

started from set-pieces and led to the scoring of goals while

the ball possession was kept. One of the results obtained

showed that a significant part of the total goals scored was

based on this type of behaviors, demonstrating the potential

of conducting this analysis. Other results allowed us to

assess the complexity of these behaviors and infer mean-

ingful guidelines to consider when defining plans from

scratch. Some possible extensions to this work include

assessing which plans have the ability to maximize the

creation of goal opportunities by countering the opponent’s

team strategy and how the effectiveness of plans can be

improved using optimization techniques.

Keywords Game analysis � Set-play � Cooperative

behavior � Plan extraction

1 Introduction

In recent years, the growing need and interest in perfor-

mance analysis have led to new forms of match analysis

techniques. Modern-day techniques include video-based

statistical analysis systems, video-based tracking and

electronic tracking systems (Carling et al. 2007; Abreu

et al. 2010c).

Despite the performance gap being greater among robotic

soccer teams (in comparison to human soccer teams (Abreu

et al. 2012), the importance of preparing a robotic team for

the next opponent occupies a similar role in achieving a game

victory. Normally, in the preparation of a match, a robotic
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soccer coach divides it in two distinct phases: the first con-

sists of, using past games, detecting an opponent play pattern

in order to select the best strategy to neutralize it (offline

phase). The second phase consists of, during the game,

analyzing the behavior of his opponent and adapting his team

strategy in order to win the game (online phase).

Englobed in a large project related with the automatic

improvement of soccer team performance using high level

information, the first step of this research work consists of

identifying useful complex cooperative behaviors that

occur in a soccer match (offline phase). In particular, this

work focuses on extracting such complex cooperative

behaviors that lead to the scoring of a goal. These behav-

iors are referred as goal plans from here on. For that a

framework that allows the extraction of complex behaviors

was developed and to promote the reuse of such behaviors

a set-play (Mota et al. 2010) framework was used to

characterize these behaviors. Also, a set of RoboCup log

files of the 2010 2D competition was used to characterize

the behavior of robotic soccer teams.

The achieved results were very promising and proved

unequivocally that goal plans that start from set-pieces1

play an important role in what concerns to team perfor-

mance (25 % of the total of scored goals in this manner). In

the future, this research work will be included in a large

soccer analysis framework capable of automatically

improving a soccer team performance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:

Sect. 2 describes the related work in this research area.

Sections 3 and 4 expose the set play framework as well as

all the steps related to the set plays extraction (including

the event extraction). Section 5 presents the methodology

used to validate the proposed approach. Section 6 exposes

the achieved results and finally in the last section final

conclusions are presented.

2 Related work

Over the years, several researches were developed using

the RoboCup soccer environment (Noda et al. 1998), many

of which were related to opponent modeling (Riley and

Veloso 2001, 2006; Riley et al. 2002; Steffens 2004a, b,

2005; de Dios Bulos et al. 2005; Fathzadeh et al. 2006,

2008; Iglesias et al. 2009a; Ledezma et al. 2009). Most of

these opponent modeling works focused on a coach agent,

who has a restricted communication with his players, and

on how to improve the performance of a team using a

standard language called CLang.2

Enclosed in the RoboCup Soccer competition, the latest

RoboCup Coach League had as its most relevant goal the

development of an advisor agent (called coach), capable of

detecting behavioral patterns of simulated soccer teams. To

achieve that goal, this agent receives global and noiseless

information from the platform that supports the competi-

tion (Soccer Server), including ball and players’ position

and speed. The architecture of this competition depicted in

Fig. 1 is built upon two main concepts: Play Pattern and

Base Strategy.

Play Pattern describes a predictable behavior executed

by a team that can be exploited by a coach while the Base

Strategy is more concerned with the general strategy fol-

lowed by a team. This strategy can be composed of a set of

distinct patterns. At the start of the competition, the orga-

nization members create a set of strategies that can be used

in the base strategies of the patterns and some matches are

played to generate No-Pattern Log Files (NPLF). After that

patterns are added to basic strategies and some sample

matches are played again to generate Pattern Log Files

(PLF), creating many NPLF and PLF pairs. When the

competition starts (from an agent’s perspective), each coach

receives a set of PLF containing only one specific pattern

activated and its corresponding NPLF (containing the same

base strategy but without any activated pattern). After

receiving those logs, the coach agent should recognize the

pattern and report it (executing a matching between the

PLFs and NPLFs). This phase is designated as the offline

phase. In the next step (online phase) the coach should

recognize the set of patterns used by a test team in a live

game. The sooner the coach sends its pattern recognition

reports, the higher the score it gets if they are accurate.

Despite the end of this competition in 2006, it sparked a

growing interest in the area of agent/team modeling, leading

to the pursuit of many research works in several domains

such as knowledge representation (Gonzalez et al. 2008;

Abreu et al. 2010a), game analysis (Abreu et al. 2010b,

2011), human imitation (Bauckhage et al. 2003; Aler et al.

2009), game event detection (Kuhlmann et al. 2005; Portela

et al. 2010) and opponent classification. In the last domain,

some works need to be highlighted. Stone et al. (2000) pre-

sented a low-level positioning and interaction agent

approach based on an ideal world (where the performance of

the opposing team is always at its maximum). However, in

this approach, the process of positioning adaptation does not

change throughout the game and is independent of the

opposing team (it is a generic approach) which constitutes

severe limitations. An extension of this work is proposed by
1 Game situation in which the ball is returned to open play after a

stoppage due to the ball going out-of-bounds or a call made by the

referee. In a soccer match this includes kick-offs, goal-kicks, throw-

ins, corner-kicks and free-kicks. In this work, the latter is also used to

refer to indirect free-kicks.

2 More information available online at http://sourceforge.net/

projects/sserver/.
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Ledezma et al. (2005), with the main goal of improving the

low level skills of the modeled agent. Druecker et al. (2000)

used a neural network to identify the opposing team forma-

tion (however, the information obtained seems to be very

limited in its ability to improve the performance of a team).

Similar to Druecker, Riley presented a learning formation

approach based on players positions (Riley et al. 2002).

However, the limitations presented by this study are similar

to the previous one.

In conclusion, it is clear that many studies have tried to

solve the problem of modeling the behavior of opponent

teams, detecting multi-valued variables that can improve

the team performance, such as team formation. However,

there is no approach that using high level information (such

as set-plays Mota et al. 2010) is capable of automatically

detecting the pattern behavior of an opponent and reuse it to

advise the best tactic/strategy to adopt in order to defeat an

opponent (optimizing the team performance). This research

work constitutes a first step towards achieving that goal.

3 Set-play framework

The set-play framework (Mota et al. 2010) provides a

language specification for defining plans (set-plays) for the

soccer domain, a built-in parser and an execution engine

that allows them to be interpreted and executed at run-time.

These set-plays can be particularly useful in some sit-

uations (e.g. there are empty spaces in the opponent’s

penalty area) to help the team achieve a competitive edge.

Moreover, the continuous improvement of soccer agents

tactics and skills will require the development of new

strategies to counter them and thus the definition of set-

plays can prove useful for this purpose. Set-plays can also

be a means to create mixed teams (formed by heteroge-

neous players) because players only have to follow the

steps in the set-play to be able to cooperate. A set of

defined set-plays can be reused in different soccer games

and integrated with other existent team strategy mecha-

nisms such as tactics and formations to better cope with

opponents.

A Set-play is characterized by a name and can have

Parameters (Integers, Decimals, Points or Regions) and

Player References which identify the participants.

A Player Reference can point to a specific player,

characterized by a team and number, or Player Roles

(abstract representations of a player). Parameters and

Player Roles will be instantiated at run-time.

A Set-play is composed of several Steps (with at least

one entry Step) which represent a state of its execution.

Each Step can have a Condition that must be satisfied

before entering the Step and is lead by a Leader (Player

Reference) (e.g. normally the ball owner since his deci-

sions are the most important). This Lead Player is not

necessarily the same throughout the Set-play. A list of

Player References identifies the players participating in

the step, including the Leader. The exit of a Step is done by

following one of possibly several Transitions. A Transi-

tion can have a Condition which must be satisfied before

its list of Directives can be applied. The following three

types of Transitions are defined:

– Next Step (main transition): used to establish links

between different Steps;

– Abort: used in situations in which the Set-play must be

terminated giving up its goals;

– Finish: used in situations in which the Set-play has

reached its intended goal.

The Directives include a list of Actions to perform and

can be of two kinds: Do and Don’t, meaning, respectively,

that the contained Actions should, or should not, be

executed.

An Action is a high-level concept that represents a skill

(e.g. pass) that can be executed by a player.

A Condition deals with the whole domain of robotic

soccer, imposing constraints over the world state. Spatial

entities in the world are represented through Regions (e.g.

static points, dynamic points, named regions, triangles, arcs

and rectangles), Dynamic Points (e.g. player, ball) that

refer to the location of game moving objects and Named

Regions (e.g. opponent penalty area) that model intuitive

locations which can change during the match.

Fig. 1 Coach competition

architecture (adapted from

Iglesias et al. 2009b)
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All participants monitor the execution of the Set-play to

decide whether to continue its execution. In each Step the

Leader instructs other participants of the start of the Set-

play, the entry on a Step and the choice of Transition.

This framework has mostly been tested in the RoboCup

2D soccer simulation for non-play-on situations. However,

some tests have also been performed in the RoboCup 3D

soccer simulation and Middle Size leagues.

4 Set-play extraction framework

The architecture of the set-play extraction framework is

depicted in Fig. 2. The raw material used in the context of

this work are game log files of soccer matches generated by

Soccer Server, the official RoboCup 2D soccer simulator.

In the context of this work a game log file consists of an

ordered representation of world scenes (e.g. players and

ball positions) and events (e.g. change of play-mode from

play-on to kick-off) that occurred during the soccer match.

The process for extracting set-plays from these game

logs, unveiled in Fig. 2, comprises five phases:

1. Selection of the source game logs from which the set-

plays are to be extracted;

2. Identification of high-level game events (e.g. passes,

dribbles, goals) from the previously selected game logs;

3. Filter relevant game-events (e.g. pass-chain thats lead

to goal performed by a specific team) from the

previously identified high-level game events;

4. Expansion of relevant high-level events (e.g. pass-

chain with intermediate dribbles that leads to goal);

5. Representation of an expanded high-level event using

the set-play language described in Sect. 3.

In the context of this article, the term ‘‘goal plan’’ shall

be used to refer to an extracted cooperative behavior that

starts from a set-piece which consists of a pass-chain, with

possible intermediate dribbles that ultimately leads to a

shoot and the scoring of a goal.

A pass-chain is a complex event which can be described as

two or more consecutive and successful passes made

between teammates, during which no opponent is able to

intercept the ball. An opponent interception is assumed to

occur whenever an opponent kicks the ball in a temporal

instant in which the other team has the ball possession and

deflects it to himself or another teammate. A pass-chain can

start from a set-piece or during play-on (e.g. after a ball

recovery). In some situations it might be possible that during

the detected pass-chain, more than one player kicks the ball.

Whenever this happens it is assumed that the closest player to

the ball is the intended sender, receiver or shooter as the case.

The start and end play-modes of a game event (e.g. pass,

dribble) are the observed play-modes at the start and end

time of its execution (e.g. in a pass-chain these are the

observed play-modes at the time of execution of the sen-

der’s first kick and the receiver’s first kick, respectively).

During the execution of the goal plan, pass senders and

the last pass receiver might perform interleaved dribbles

and ball holds prior to the start of the pass and the actual

shoot at goal, respectively.

The developed framework can be parametrized in order

to allow the tuning of the set-play extraction process to

better suit the users needs. Currently, such parametrization

can only be applied in the following scopes:

– Event detection: new detectors can be added or existing

ones can be further parametrized to use different

semantics for recognizing and extracting an observable

game event;

– Event relevance: filtering policies can be used to decide

on the importance of an extracted game event (e.g.

number of passes in a pass-chain, maximum dribble

duration);

– Plan representation: the definition of a plan can be tuned

according to several policies that focus on set-play

complexity (e.g. participants selection method, number

of steps), spatial translation (e.g. assume an attack

reference side) and abstraction (e.g. enforce positions,

abstract concrete players with roles) and specific actions

(e.g. off-ball movement, dribble, pass, forward).

Albeit this work makes use of a specific set-play plan

definition language and framework (Mota et al. 2010), the

process described in Fig. 2 can be extended for use with other

plan-based frameworks. These plan-based frameworks must

support the implementation of soccer domain-specific con-

cepts in order to allow the adequate description of the rec-

ognized cooperative behaviors in a soccer match. The

internal data structures used by these plan-based frameworks

will often share many similarities but they can also contain

significant differences. For this reason, the algorithms

devised for the last step of set-play extraction process will

most likely need to be adapted to conform with the particu-

larities of a given plan-based framework. Examples of plan-

Fig. 2 Set-play extraction

process
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based frameworks proposed in the soccer domain include

coordination graphs (CGs) (Kok et al. 2002, 2003), scenario-

based teamworking (SBT) (Rad et al. 2004), hierarchical

task networks (HTNs) (Obst 2006; Obst and Boedecker

2006) and Petri-net plans (PNPs) (Kontes and Lagoudakis

2007; Ziparo et al. 2008; Palamara et al. 2009).

4.1 Event extraction

Events are extracted from a set of scene data structures

parsed from a game log using SoccerScope.3 A scene is

described by a time of occurrence, a play-mode, physical

data (e.g. position, velocities) for the players and ball .

Several meaningful events can be extracted from the set of

scenes parsed from a game log file. The definitions of these

events and the algorithms used for their extraction were

borrowed from Abreu et al. (2011). In the scope of this

work the most relevant events to detect are successful

passes, successful dribbles, pass-chains and non-own goals

(shoots are implicit) which are formally defined in Eqs. 1,

2, 3 and 4, respectively.

Passðp0; p1; t0; t1Þ  t0\t1 ^ p0 6¼ p1 ^ SameTeamðp0; p1Þ
^ KicksBallðp0; t0Þ ^ KicksBallðp1; t1Þ ^ 9= ðp; t0Þ :

KicksBallðp; t0Þ ^ p 6¼ p0

^ 9= ðp; t1Þ : KicksBallðp; t1Þ ^ p 6¼ p1 ^ 9= ðp; tÞ :

t0\t\t1 ^ KicksBallðp; tÞ ð1Þ

Dribbleðp0; t0; t1Þ  t0\t1 ^ KicksBallðp0; t0Þ
^ KicksBallðp0; t1Þ
^ 9= ðp; t0Þ : KicksBallðp; t0Þ ^ p 6¼ p0

^ 9= ðp; t1Þ : KicksBallðp; t1Þ ^ p 6¼ p0 ^ 9= ðp; tÞ :

t0\t\t1 ^ KicksBallðp; tÞ ð2Þ

PassChainðT; t0; t5Þ  8ðp0; p1; p2; p3; t1; t4Þ :

t0\t1� t4\t5

^ Passðp0; p1; t0; t1Þ ^ Passðp2; p3; t4; t5Þ
^ 8ðp4; p5; t2; t3Þ : t1� t2\t3� t4 ^ Passðp4; p5; t2; t3Þ
_ Dribbleðp4; t2; t3Þ�
^ 9= ðp; tÞ : t0� t� t5 ^ KicksBallðp; tÞ ^ TeamðpÞ 6¼ T ð3Þ

GoalðT ; t3Þ  9ðp0; t0; t1; t2Þ : t0\t1\t2\t3

^ KicksBallðp0; t0Þ
^ TeamðpÞ ¼ T ^ 9= ðp; t0Þ : KicksBallðp; t0Þ ^ p 6¼ p0

^ Regionðball; t1Þ ¼ GoalieArea ^ InterceptsBall

ðOpponentGoalLine; t2Þ
^ CrossesBallðOpponentGoalLine; t3Þ ^ 9= ðp; tÞ :

t0\t� t3 ^ KicksBallðp; tÞ ð4Þ

where p; pi; i ¼ f0::5g are players, t; ti; i ¼ f0::5g are

temporal instants and T is a specific team.

Some events such as short dribbles and explicit ball

holds can be hard to distinguish. In this context, the use of

fuzzy logic and additional internal parameters (e.g.

thresholds) for event detectors can prove useful to obtain

even more adequate descriptions of the recognized coop-

erative behaviors.

4.2 Extraction of set-plays

The set-play extraction phase requires that all relevant

high-level game events have been previously detected.

The general algorithm for extracting the set-plays from a

set of game logs is achieved using Algorithm 1. This

algorithm essentially takes each game log in a set and

selectively extracts a set of high-level events (passes,

dribbles and pass-chains in this order) using the algorithms

in Abreu et al. (2011). For each detected pass-chain an

expansion process is applied using Algorithm 2 which

looks for the occurrence of other meaningful events that

took place immediately before and after the pass-chain

while keeping the ball possession. If an expanded pass-

chain is considered relevant, a set-play definition will be

extracted from it using Algorithm 3.

The expansion of a detected pass-chain into a richer set of

events is performed using Algorithm 2. This algorithm merges

all relevant events that occurred before, during and after the

pass-chain that sustain the recognized cooperative behavior of

the team while the ball possession is kept. The first pass of the

pass-chain is initially added to the sequence of events from

which the cooperative behavior shall be extracted. Prior to this

pass, it is also relevant to understand if a change in the play-

mode has occurred and if the player executing this first pass

held the ball explicitly to make time for other teammates to

position themselves adequately. If this is the case, then events

3 More information available online at http://ne.cs.uec.ac.jp/*koji/

SoccerScope2/index.htm.
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describing these situations are prepended to the sequence of

relevant events. Between each sequence of passes one or more

dribbles might have been executed by the participant owning

the ball. Whenever these dribble events occur, they are also

added to the sequence of relevant events After the end of the

last pass in the pass-chain, a goal could have been scored by the

team which performed the pass-chain. If this is the case and the

team kept the ball possession from the end of the pass-chain

until the scoring of the goal, then the receiver of the last pass

was the goal scorer and could have executed dribbles prior to

shooting at the goal. If any dribble events were executed by the

shooter they will also be added to the sequence of relevant

events, followed by the shoot event and the goal event. During

this process, some of the events gathered may be simplified in

order for the associated actions or conditions to become more

general (e.g. avoid defining short continuous dribbles).

The abstraction of an expanded pass-chain into a set-play

definition is described in Algorithm 3. This process starts

with the creation of a set of steps using Algorithm 4 that are

mapped to the game scenes associated with the start and end

of each game event in the expanded pass-chain. After the

creation of steps, a decision is made regarding which players

should participate in the set-play using Algorithm 5. Then,

for each of the existing steps a detailed characterization of its

start conditions, wait and abort times and transitions is made.

The abort time of the first step is defined statically as the

maximum time the team is allowed to execute the set-piece

minus a threshold. This threshold is used to allow the player

starting the set-piece to perform a reactive behavior when-

ever the step entry condition is not verified and prevent the

referee from awarding a foul in favor of the opponent.

The time to wait before entering the first step is defined

using a formation model combined with a player motion

model. The formation model uses the location of the ball to

predict the location of team players that are eligible to

participate in the first step. The set of players which min-

imizes the overall distance to each of the step participants

initial positions is chosen. For each of players in this set, a

player motion model is applied to determine how much

time each requires to reach the associated initial step

position. The maximum time calculated in the previous

procedure is used as the first step wait time which must be

always lower than the step abort time. In subsequent steps,

no wait time is currently defined because we are assuming

that the next step participants should already be at the

expected initial location at the start of the next step.

However, this might not always be adequate due to the

dynamic and stochastic nature of the soccer environment.

The decision of when to start the step of a set-play is

currently defined based on the following conditions:

– verify that the positions of all step participants relative

to the leader of the step are within an acceptable

distance threshold;

– verify that the leader of the step owns the ball whenever

the underlying game event that originated the step is a

pass, dribble or a shoot.

A transition consists of one or more actions to be per-

formed by the players participating in a given step. Each

transition has a main action which is executed by the leader

of that step. Currently, the condition to start the execution

of a transition is characterized by checking whether that

action can be safely executed.

For the time being, the set-play abort conditions are

defined statically. As a general rule of thumb, the execution

of a set-play will be aborted whenever one of following

conditions is verified:

– The opponent intercepts the ball during its execution;

– The game (or one of its halves) ends;

– The ball goes out-of-bounds.
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The creation of steps from an expanded pass-chain when

extracting a set-play is described in Algorithm 4. This

process consists of a step for each of the game events

present in the expanded pass-chain. The number of steps

and transitions in the extracted goal plans will be equal to

the number of game events that result from the expansion

of the initially detected pass-chain. Between each consec-

utive pair of Steps and for the last Step a Next Step and

Finish transition shall be created, respectively. The players

who own the ball at the start of each game event will be

deemed as the Leaders of the associated Steps. These

events consist essentially of those that require that a player

has the ball possession such as holding, passing and drib-

bling the ball.

The decision for choosing the players that will par-

ticipate in the set-play is described in Algorithm 5. For

each of the previously created steps in Algorithm 4, this

algorithm sets the participants of the set-play to be the

union of all players that explicitly participate in each of

the game events (e.g. pass, dribble) associated with each

step.

The decision of which participants should take part in a

given step of a set-play is directly related to the amount of

effort that players will have to employ for executing their

actions. Thus if during a given detected game event (e.g.

pass), a passive player (not the receiver nor the kicker)

executes a motion that is irrelevant for the success of the

set-play, this motion should not be incorporated into the

definition of the resulting set-play. However, for simplicity

the implementation used assumes for simplicity that these

should be all the players that were chosen using Algorithm

5. This approach is not optimal, as it assumes that all set-

play participants must do something relevant (e.g. open

space for another teammate) in each of the steps of the set-

play, even though some of them might not be actively

involved in all the steps underlying events. The major

drawback of this approach is that the possible movements

that these players might have executed do not contribute to

the success of the set-play, but will nonetheless waste their

stamina.

More clever algorithms are currently supported by the

set-play extraction framework that could have been used to

choose the players that should participate in each step

which include:

1. The participants of a given step should be the distinct

set of players that actively participate only in the

current step. The major drawback of this approach is

that it neglects players that participate in subsequent

steps and might do something relevant in the current

step in order to allow the execution of their future

actions;

2. The participants of a given step should be the distinct

set of players that actively participate in the step

underlying event and in the subsequent steps under-

lying events. This approach is able to free players

from the set-play before its end and allows them to

perform other useful tasks for the team. However, this

approach assumes that if a set-play participant does

not have an active role in any of the underlying events

of the subsequent steps, he does not do anything

useful to ensure the success of the set-play execution.

This might not always be true, since for instance the

positional moves performed by players that do not

actively participate in any of the set-play subsequent

events (whether they participate or not in the set-play)

can be useful to mislead opponents and thus contrib-

ute to maximize the success probability of its

execution;

3. Another alternative would be to always consider the

players taking part in the step’s underlying event as

participants and to devise a measure of importance for

others that considers the relevance of their actions in

the context of that step, even if they do not actively

participate in it. For instance, a distance based criteria

can be used to discard irrelevant players, without even

considering the actions they performed if they are too

far away from the ball.

The previously described methods are not perfect and

should not be used blindly for deciding the step participants

for all steps. We believe that a more clever approach will

consist of applying a mix of the previously described

procedures to different steps of a set-play depending on

other contextual information associated with each step and

its transitions to other steps.
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5 Methodological approach

In order to validate the presented set-play extraction

framework two experiments were conducted:

1. Extract previously defined goal plans from 25 game logs

generated by the FC Portugal team without opponent;

2. Extract goal plans from game logs of the RoboCup 2010

competition in which at least four goals were scored.

In the first experiment a set of 25 known set-plays that

start when the game is stopped and lead to goal were

defined based on all the possible combinations of five non-

play-on modes (kick-off, goal-kick, kick-in, corner-kick,

free-kick) and different number of participants (2–6 play-

ers). For instance a possible combination for a set-play

would be a kick-off involving three players. In this

experiment a total of 25 game logs were generated by

playing matches with the FC Portugal team with no

opponent with the previous set of defined set-plays. In each

of the games played, only one specific set-play was active

and was deliberately triggered several times during the

match to promote a relevant set of examples for analysis.

The goal of the second experiment is to assess the

generalization of the extraction framework in a non-con-

trolled environment. For this purpose a set of 69 game logs

were selected for analysis based on the following criteria:

– To maximize the probability of detecting set-plays that

lead to goal, only games in which a combined total of

four or more goals were scored were considered;

– For the sake of obtaining relevant results to be used in

the short term, only the most recent games from the

RoboCup 2010 competition were used.

Due to the incipiency of the FC Portugal set-play

framework, set-plays cannot still be triggered in an ade-

quate manner during play on mode and thus no set-plays

that began in this play mode were defined for these games.

In the first experiment the environment is known and

controlled by the authors. However, in the last experiment

the environment is unknown, since the game logs have

been already recorded without the authors’ intervention.

All extracted goal plans were also validated by visual

inspection of each game.

6 Results and discussion

6.1 Experiment 1

A total of 285 goal plans resulted from the execution of the

predefined set-plays in the 25 generated game logs. The

distribution of the executed set-plays per play-mode and

number of participants involved is described in Table 1.

The disparity in the number of goal plans executions

observed per combination can be explained by the fact that

execution times varied among different set-plays and also

within instances of the same set-play. The cause for the vari-

ation in the execution times of set-plays is due to the inaccurate

perception and execution of actions enforced in the simulated

environment. Also, some set-plays caused an excess of stamina

consumption due to their repetition which contributed to

wearing the players and affected the intended execution flow.

The extraction process supported by the algorithms described

in Sect. 4 achieved an accuracy of 100 %, which was corrob-

orated after visual inspection. This result attests the effective-

ness of the developed algorithms for these controlled cases.

6.2 Experiment 2

The performance of each team in the 69 observed games

and in the competition is summarized in Table 2.

A total of 607 goals were scored in the 69 analyzed mat-

ches, from which 59 (86 %) matches contained goal plans.

From the 547 scored goals in these 59 matches, 150 (22 %)

goals originated from a set-piece. This result reveals that

many goals can be scored from such situations. An accuracy

of 100 % was also obtained in the extraction of these goal

plans, which was corroborated by a visual inspection.

However, two ambiguous situations occurred during the

detections in which ball possession was considered to be kept:

– a player shoots at goal and an opponent kicks the ball

during its traversal but merely deflects it and is unable

to stop it entering the goal;

– two players of different teams kick the ball at the same

time of a pass and the ball goes to a player of the team

which previously had the ball possession.

From the 59 games an average of 2:5� 1:4 goal plans were

detected per match. The team which produced the most goal

plans (30), scored the most goals (116) and won the most

matches (9) was WrightEagle. The winner of the competition,

HELIOS2010, played one less game than WrightEagle.

HELIOS2010 scored less than 50 % of the goals (54) of

WrightEagle and was the third team to have produced the most

Table 1 Goal plans observed in matches played by FC Portugal with

no opponent and a known set of set-plays

Participants Goal-

kick

Corner-

kick

Free-

kick

Kick-

in

Kick-

off

Totals

2 players 9 14 13 12 11 59

3 players 14 15 14 11 10 64

4 players 13 15 8 11 9 56

5 players 12 14 8 11 10 55

6 players 10 14 8 11 8 51

Totals 58 72 51 56 48 285
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goal plans (14), which stands for 50 % less than WrightEagle.

Both teams played against five common teams (Iran, Ri-one,

Oxsy, opuCI_2D and Fifty-Storms) and different teams in the

remaining matches. In these matches, WrightEagle was up

against NCL10 (14th), Nemesis2010 (5th) and Unique (6th)

(this last one twice) while HELIOS2010 was up against

ESKILAS (4th), HFutEngine (8th) and FC_Pars (9th). Based

on the final rankings of the teams in the competition to

empirically assess their quality, no conclusions can be drawn to

support the thesis that WrightEagle was up against inferior

teams than HELIOS2010 on average (without a significant

difference) or vice-versa.

The Apollo team achieved the highest ratio of goal plans

(56 %) per scored goals, having achieved a total of 5 in the 7

matches played. However, two of these goal plans were very

simple and consisted of free-kicks that started in the opponent’s

goalie area and involved two participants (pass and shoot).

The steps of a captured corner-kick goal plan4 involving

four participants are depicted in Fig. 3. The definition

extracted for this goal plan using the set-play language is

described in Appendix.

In Fig. 3 the players’ movements from the team that owns

the goal plan between each of the presented scenes are unan-

ticipatedby the opponent. Theexecution of thesecombinations

of runs and passes allows the team to set its teammates free in

order to receive the ball and have a clear shot at goal in situa-

tions without significant opponent’s pressure.

Some metrics (duration of the plan, number of steps,

number of participants involved, ball travelled distance) to

understand the overall complexity of the goal plans were

also extracted and are summarized in Table 3.

In general, the extracted goal plans were quite complex

since they consisted of the execution of 8–10 steps, involving

3–5 participants and taking around 80 cycles to complete. The

most simple extracted goal plan was a free-kick in the oppo-

nent goalie area with three steps that took two participants and

seven cycles (simple pass and direct shoot at goal). Contrarily

to what could be expected, the most complex extracted goal

plan had 37 steps and started from a kick-in in the opponent

middle instead of a goal-kick for being further away from the

opponent’s goal. Also contrarily to what could be expected for

having the highest number of steps, this goal plan was not the

one that involved the highest number of participants (8),

involving only 5. However, it was the one which took the most

cycles (416) to complete and had the highest number of steps.

Also the goal plans that took the longest to complete were

in general the ones that started furthest away from the

opponent’s goal. The number of participants required for the

execution of a goal plan tends to increase with the distance to

the goal, although some exceptions were observed, particu-

larly in matches opposing stronger to much weaker teams.

The number of participants that took part in the

extracted goal plans per play mode is described in Table 4.

Table 2 Analysis of team’s performance in light of the extracted goal plans and their rank in the competition

Rank Team W D L Goals Plans Steps Participants Zones Duration

2 WrightEagle 9 0 0 116 30 10 ± 4 4 ± 1 5 ± 2 76 ± 53

9 FC_Pars 8 1 1 63 21 11 ± 8 4 ± 2 6 ± 3 112 ± 99

1 HELIOS2010 6 0 2 54 14 9 ± 4 4 ± 1 5 ± 2 82 ± 43

5 Nemesis2010 6 0 2 50 12 9 ± 4 5 ± 2 5 ± 2 82 ± 53

3 Oxsy 8 0 2 99 12 6 ± 2 4 ± 1 3.8 ± 2 51 ± 28

6 Unique 3 0 3 30 11 8 ± 4 3 ± 1 4.7 ± 3 64 ± 46

8 HfutEngine 5 0 3 35 9 8 ± 5 4 ± 2 4 ± 2 84 ± 47

4 ESKILAS 7 0 1 34 7 9 ± 3 4 ± 1 5 ± 1 85 ± 35

10 opuCI_2D 4 2 4 37 7 7 ± 2 4 ± 1 5 ± 2 88 ± 38

17 Fifty-storms 2 0 5 22 6 7 ± 1 4 ± 1 4 ± 1 63 ± 9

13 Apollo 1 2 4 9 5 8 ± 5 4 ± 2 4 ± 2 83 ± 60

14 NCL10 1 1 5 16 5 7 ± 2 4 ± 1 5 ± 2 79 ± 51

16 Ri-one 0 2 5 9 4 7 ± 3 3 ± 1 5 ± 2 67 ± 36

18 AUA2010 1 0 7 8 3 6 ± 1 4 ± 1 5 ± 1 81 ± 30

12 RaiC-2010 2 0 5 16 3 7 ± 3 4 ± 1 4 ± 2 69 ± 32

7 FC Portugal 1 2 0 9 1 8 ± 0 4 ± 0 5 ± 0 80 ± 0

19 Bahia2D 0 0 9 0 0 – – – –

15 Iran 0 0 4 0 0 – – – –

11 KickOffTUG 0 0 2 0 0 – – – –

W, D, L stand for wins, draws and lost matches, respectively

4 This cooperative behavior was exhibited by the WrightEagle team

in the RoboCup 2010 quarter finals game against opuCI_2D at cycle

4551 and lasted 27 cycles.
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The majority of the extracted goal plans originated from

kick-ins (45 %) and involved 3–4 players (26 %). From these

kick-ins, WrightEagle was the team with the most (25 %).

The start zones and transition zones for all games and

the team with the highest number of extracted goal plans

(WrightEagle) are depicted in Fig. 4.

By taking a closer look at the dashed polygon it can be

concluded that the highest number of extracted goal plans for

WrightEagle from that zone was 4 out of a total of 19. Moreover,

from this zone the goal plans continue downwards and right-

wards for 2 and 3 times, respectively. It should be noted that

there is 1 enter transition from one other zone to this start zone

which must be considered when interpreting its exit transitions.

The extracted goal plans are distributed unevenly over 17

distinct starting zones and followed 131 distinct execution

paths (linked transitions between zones). The zone from

which the most goal plans (19) started is near the midfield

and it includes kick-offs (18). From these, the most started

from the opponent side wings (69), in particular from the

right side (44). Other results obtained allowed us to conclude

that 97 % of the goal plans ended with a shot at goal inside

the opponent penalty area performed by players #11 (43 %),

#10 (26 %) and #9 (21 %). However, it was a surprise to see

that some goals (5) were scored from outside the opponent

penalty area, since the distance to goal is quite high and

should give a good goalie enough time to make a save.

Table 3 Complexity

measurements for the extracted

goal plans

Metric Corner-kick Free-kick Goal-kick Kick-in Kick-off

Duration 47.3 ± 17.8 64.2 ± 67 140.4 ± 29.9 82.7 ± 56.1 104.6 ± 35.6

Steps 7.5 ± 1 7.1 ± 1.4 10.6 ± 1.2 8.8 ± 1.4 10.3 ± 1.3

Participants 3.9 ± 2.4 3.3 ± 4.8 5.3 ± 3.3 4.2 ± 5 4.3 ± 4.3

Traveled distance 90.9 ± 30.1 94.2 ± 70 161.7 ± 21.8 114.7 ± 61.8 135.1 ± 38.4

Table 4 Number of extracted set-plays per participants and play

mode

Participants Corner-

kick

Free-

kick

Goal-

kick

Kick-

in

Kick-

off

Total

2 players 1 19 0 5 2 27

3 players 5 5 0 18 2 30

4 players 4 5 2 21 7 39

5 players 5 10 4 12 4 35

6 players 0 2 2 6 2 12

7 players 0 0 0 4 1 5

8 players 0 0 1 1 0 2

Total 15 41 9 67 18 150

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f)

Fig. 3 Game scenes of an

extracted corner-kick goal plan

with four participants. In each

of the figures, arrows are used

to characterize players actions

(not all are considered in the

extraction and representation of

the goal plan). The black, blue
and red arrows represent a pass,

run and shoot at goal,

respectively. f describes a

simplified view of the mapping

of game events to set-play

concepts based on the use of the

set-play-extraction framework

described in Sect. 4. The symbol

L in f refers to the left team side,

which in this case WrightEagle
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The majority of WrightEagle goal plans started from the

opponent side wings nearer to their penalty area. A bird’s

eye view over the goal plans start zones and zone transi-

tions followed by this team reveals that their goal plans

tend to start in the wings and converge to the inner sides

and center of the opponents penalty.

The number of extracted goal plans per game period and

play mode are depicted in Table 5.

The third quarter was the period in which the most goal

plans (43) were extracted, although their distribution was

more or less balanced throughout the game periods. From

this data, it can also be inferred that corner-kicks and kick-

offs tend to be more effective in the 4th and third quarters,

respectively, possibly due to the teams tiredness.

The most effective type of extracted goal plans were

kick-ins (67) followed by free-kicks (41). The majority of

the kick-ins started near the opponents penalty area (50 %)

and near the midfield zones (28 %). Since the most fre-

quent event that occurs during matches are kick-ins, this

result suggests that we should try to take advantage of this

situations with predefined set-plays.

In order to check if the participation of certain groups of

players was favored in the extracted goal plans a cluster

analysis was performed for each distinguished number of

initial participants and its results are depicted in Table 6.

For instance, in the five goal plans that involved seven

players there were only two relevant subgroups that emerged

with 3 and 4 players, respectively. By taking a closer look at

subgroup {7,10,11} it should be interpreted that in the smaller

subgroups those specific players could be combined in all

possible manners and would maintain the same coverage.

From Table 6 it can be concluded that the player, pair of

players, threesome of players and foursome of players that

were most used in the extracted goal plans are

{11}, {10,11}, {7,10,11} and {6,7,10,11}, respectively.

These results can be used to infer which particular players

should be payed special attention when a goal plan is about

to be triggered, particularly when there are too many

possibilities of players from which to choose from.

7 Conclusions

The developed set-play extraction process revealed an

optimal accuracy for identifying possible goal plans that

start from a set-piece, corroborated by a visual inspection

which identified all the relevant cases.

The results of the last experiment supported the rele-

vance of performing this kind of analysis since a significant

Fig. 4 Start execution zones

and zone transitions of extracted

goal plans from all games and

from WrigthEagle. The left and

right numbers in the white
circles separated by a slash

represent the number of goal

plans for all games and for

WrightEagle that started from

the underlying zone,

respectively. The number in the
black circles is the number of

transitions that occurred

between two zones for

WrightEagle. The sum of zone

transitions that enter a given

zone is equal to the number goal

plans that start and exit from

that zone

Table 5 Number of extracted goal plans per game quarters and play

mode

Game

period

Corner-

kick

Free-

kick

Goal-

kick

Kick-

in

Kick-

off

Total

First quarter 3 9 0 19 6 37

Second quarter 3 12 4 12 2 33

Third quarter 2 12 2 17 10 43

Forth quarter 7 8 3 19 0 37

Total 15 41 9 67 18 150
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amount of goals (25 %) originated from set-pieces. How-

ever, this also suggests more strongly that the focus of this

study should be shifted to the analysis of goal plans that

result from play-on situations.

Moreover, the results of the last experiment can be used

to aid the preparation of a team against specific opponents

and derive several guidelines for the definition of goal

plans in the future. For instance the extracted goal plans or

derived behaviors could be used to gain a competitive

advantage over an opponent against which it was suc-

cessful possibly with some minor optimizations.

The complexity associated with some of the extracted goal-

plans (e.g. too many participants, steps and/or time to execute)

reveals that they were not purposeful and thus they will be

unlikely to have a successful outcome. There can be no cer-

tainty on whether the extracted goal plans were deliberately

executed by a team or if they simply emerged as combination

of players simple combined behaviors. In particular, goal

plans that use many players are likely to pose higher risks to if

the opponent team recovers the ball since in most cases players

will be far away from their tactical position.

Another relevant conclusion that can be drawn from these

results is that goal plans that start from kick-ins were the most

representative. Also, since they are generally the most frequent

in a match more attention should be given to them. Also from

the analysis of the results obtained in the second experiment

several guidelines can be inferred to guide the future definition

of set-plays that start from set-pieces and lead to goal. A set-

play should involve up to five participants since 87 % of the

extracted set-plays had this number of participants. A set-play

should comprise from 3 to 10 steps since 77 % of the set-plays,

of which the majority had 4 steps (18 %).

In the future several developments are worth pursuing to

improve the usefulness of the developed framework.

A possible development already mentioned consists of

analyzing behaviors that start during play-on mode, not

restricting them only to set-pieces, and that do not neces-

sarily lead to goal (e.g. enable a team to quickly progress in

the field towards the opponent goal). For instance, it can be

useful to extract a behavior that allows the team to keep the

ball possession for a long period to waste time when it is

winning. Also, the usefulness of the extracted set-plays can

be improved by adding more complex methods for

selecting the participants (e.g. considering opponents and

passive teammates behaviors) and to decide the triggering

conditions. Robustness could also be added to the extracted

set-plays by trying to define virtual transitions between real

steps that account for unexpected events (e.g. instead of

moving linearly from step 1 to step 2 of a set-play, a direct

leap could be made to a subsequent step).

The extracted set-plays that indite good results could be

applied to try to improve the performance of a team (defen-

sively or offensively). To measure the success of these set-

plays an automatic procedure should be developed that in

conjunction with the previously mentioned fuzzy recognition

system will be able to score their impact. Moreover, the ad hoc

set-plays defined by our coach (user) could also be automati-

cally checked for its effectiveness by figuring out if they trig-

gered any of the scored goals by a team. Finally, another

interesting line of research that can be followed is to extend the

current set-play extraction framework to other domains such as

other RoboCup Soccer leagues (e.g. 3D, MSL) and other

cooperative and competition sports (e.g. handball).
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Appendix: Set-play definition of a corner-kick with four

participants

Table 6 Representative groups of players that participated in the

extracted goal plans

Participants Groups of players Coverage (%)

2 players {11} 53.33

2 players {8,10} 13.33

3 players {11} 66.67

3 players {10,11}, {9,10}, {9,11} 30.00

3 players {9,10,11} 13.33

4 players {11} 82.05

4 players {10,11} 53.85

4 players {8,10,11}, {7,6,11} 23.08

4 players {6,7,10,11} 5.41

5 players {9}, {10} 75.71

5 players {9,10} 54.29

5 players {7,9,10}, {9,10,11} 34.29

5 players {6,7,10,11} 22.86

5 players {6,7,8,9,10} 8.57

6 players {6}, {10}, {11} 83.33

6 players {6,7,9,10,11} 25.00

7 players {7,10,11} 100.00

7 players {6,7,10,11}, {9,7,10,11}, {5, 7,

10, 11}, {5,6,10,11}

80.00

8 players {2,6,7,8,9,10,11} 100.0

The start and end brackets identify a particular group which can

contain one or more player identifiers separated by a comma. Several

groups of players with the same coverage are also separated by a

comma. The coverage of a group of players is the percentage of times

it was used in extracted goal plans relative to the underlying number

of participants depicted in Table 4. Groups of players of smaller sizes

were omitted whenever their coverage was equal to the next largest

group described and their composition is equal to all the possible

combinations of players of that group
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